
Straight laid

This heavily marked character wood can really help bring a 
room to life. The strong variation in tone along with its natural 
beauty will offer a dramatic addition to any room. 

Cut planks or parquet effects are well suited to this wood.

Nut Tree

2202 Nut Tree Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

This heavily marked character wood can really help bring a 
room to life. The strong variation in tone along with its natural 
beauty will offer a dramatic addition to any room. 

Cut planks or parquet effects are well suited to this wood.

Nut Tree

2202 Nut Tree Plank Size: 101x914mm



Inlaid with Natural Oak Marquetry Strip to add further realism to 
the installation

Pine has been used as flooring as well as furniture making and 
home interior products for many years due to its distinctive 
and highly decorative effect.

This floor decoration is ideal for use with both vintage and 
contemporary furniture in a wide variety of room types.

Waxed Pine

2206 Waxed Pine Plank Size: 101x914mm



Pine has been used as flooring as well as furniture making and 
home interior products for many years due to its distinctive 
and highly decorative effect.

This floor decoration is ideal for use with both vintage and 
contemporary furniture in a wide variety of room types.

Waxed Pine

2206 Waxed Pine Plank Size: 101x914mm

Straight laid



Pine has been used as flooring as well as furniture making and 
home interior products for many years due to its distinctive 
and highly decorative effect.

This floor decoration is ideal for use with both vintage and 
contemporary furniture in a wide variety of room types.

Waxed Pine

2206 Waxed Pine Plank Size: 101x914mm

Straight laid



Straight laid

Pine has been used as flooring as well as furniture making and 
home interior products for many years due to its distinctive 
and highly decorative effect.

This floor decoration is ideal for use with both vintage and 
contemporary furniture in a wide variety of room types.

Waxed Pine

2206 Waxed Pine Plank Size: 101x914mm



Inlaid with Brown Feature Strip between every two plank widths

Classic Oak simply speaks for itself. This enduring wood  
offers an instant character and depth to enhance any type  
of interior space.

Classic Oak

2216 Classic Oak Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid on 45° 

Classic Oak simply speaks for itself. This enduring wood  
offers an instant character and depth to enhance any type  
of interior space.

Classic Oak

2216 Classic Oak Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

Classic Oak simply speaks for itself. This enduring wood  
offers an instant character and depth to enhance any type  
of interior space.

Classic Oak

2216 Classic Oak Plank Size: 101x914mm



Herringbone with full length planks

American Oak is a timeless wood which has retained its 
popularity due to the clean and contemporary overall effect 
and classic, close wood grain. 

This is an ideal choice for areas where a lighter tone  
is required. 

American Oak

2217 American Oak Plank Size: 101x914mm



Installed in a Plank Weave design

American Oak is a timeless wood which has retained its 
popularity due to the clean and contemporary overall effect 
and classic, close wood grain. 

This is an ideal choice for areas where a lighter tone  
is required. 

American Oak

2217 American Oak Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

When it comes to rustic wood effects, look no further than 
Vintage Timber from Camaro. The exciting and expressive 
character of this wood provides a striking base for any room, 
supporting a wide range of interior styles. 

The authentic surface emboss integrates well with 
accompanying fabrics and furniture textures.

Vintage Timber

2220 Vintage Timber Plank Size: 152x914mm



Installed as a Herringbone floor, lending further authenticity to 
the aged effect

When it comes to rustic wood effects, look no further than 
Vintage Timber from Camaro. The exciting and expressive 
character of this wood provides a striking base for any room, 
supporting a wide range of interior styles. 

The authentic surface emboss integrates well with 
accompanying fabrics and furniture textures.

Vintage Timber

2220 Vintage Timber Plank Size: 152x914mm



Inlaid with Brown Feature Strip between each plank width

When it comes to rustic wood effects, look no further than 
Vintage Timber from Camaro. The exciting and expressive 
character of this wood provides a striking base for any room, 
supporting a wide range of interior styles. 

The authentic surface emboss integrates well with 
accompanying fabrics and furniture textures.

Vintage Timber

2220 Vintage Timber Plank Size: 152x914mm



The strong visual appearance of this highly realistic wood is 
further supported with inlaid Ice Grouting Strip

The extraordinary detail and realism of this floor design is  
truly exceptional. The development process allowed us to 
produce a floor which not only looks amazing but is  
also practical and durable. 

Able to enhance a wide variety of room interiors, the subtle 
tones and strongly marked variation in this wood design can 
also be emphasised by Camaro floor accessories.

White Limed Oak

2229 White Limed Oak Plank Size: 152x914mm



White Limed Oak inlaid with Coffee Grouting Strip between each 
plank width

The extraordinary detail and realism of this floor design is  
truly exceptional. The development process allowed us to 
produce a floor which not only looks amazing but is  
also practical and durable. 

Able to enhance a wide variety of room interiors, the subtle 
tones and strongly marked variation in this wood design can 
also be emphasised by Camaro floor accessories.

White Limed Oak

2229 White Limed Oak Plank Size: 152x914mm



Installed with Classic Oak Marquetry Strip as a tramline perimeter

The extraordinary detail and realism of this floor design is  
truly exceptional. The development process allowed us to 
produce a floor which not only looks amazing but is  
also practical and durable. 

Able to enhance a wide variety of room interiors, the subtle 
tones and strongly marked variation in this wood design can 
also be emphasised by Camaro floor accessories.

White Limed Oak

2229 White Limed Oak Plank Size: 152x914mm



Straight laid

The extraordinary detail and realism of this floor design is  
truly exceptional. The development process allowed us to 
produce a floor which not only looks amazing but is  
also practical and durable. 

Able to enhance a wide variety of room interiors, the subtle 
tones and strongly marked variation in this wood design can 
also be emphasised by Camaro floor accessories.

White Limed Oak

2229 White Limed Oak Plank Size: 152x914mm



Straight laid

Maple is available in a variety of species, all mainly  
blond in colour. 

This example shows the strong character and variation in 
tone, replicating the natural graining and patina when sawn. 

Ambrosia Maple

2231 Ambrosia Maple Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

Maple is available in a variety of species, all mainly  
blond in colour. 

This example shows the strong character and variation in 
tone, replicating the natural graining and patina when sawn. 

Ambrosia Maple

2231 Ambrosia Maple Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

Maple is available in a variety of species, all mainly  
blond in colour. 

This example shows the strong character and variation in 
tone, replicating the natural graining and patina when sawn. 

Ambrosia Maple

2231 Ambrosia Maple Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

Oak is arguably the most respected and requested wood type 
due to its undoubted beauty and strength. Camaro features 
a wide variety of oak designs, ranging from classic through 
to stained and rustic, all available in a highly resilient and 
practical format. 

Natural Oak has been added to the Camaro collection to 
meet the demands for an unspoilt and untreated decoration 
without losing any of its inherent character and charm.

Natural Oak

2232 Natural Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Straight laid

Oak is arguably the most respected and requested wood type 
due to its undoubted beauty and strength. Camaro features 
a wide variety of oak designs, ranging from classic through 
to stained and rustic, all available in a highly resilient and 
practical format. 

Natural Oak has been added to the Camaro collection to 
meet the demands for an unspoilt and untreated decoration 
without losing any of its inherent character and charm.

Natural Oak

2232 Natural Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Natural Oak installed with a tramline perimeter of Walnut 
Marquetry Strip and a bespoke Natural Oak Strip

Oak is arguably the most respected and requested wood type 
due to its undoubted beauty and strength. Camaro features 
a wide variety of oak designs, ranging from classic through 
to stained and rustic, all available in a highly resilient and 
practical format. 

Natural Oak has been added to the Camaro collection to 
meet the demands for an unspoilt and untreated decoration 
without losing any of its inherent character and charm.

Natural Oak

2232 Natural Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Inlaid with Coffee Grouting Strip

The cool grey tones and faithful replication of the natural 
material are perfectly represented in Smoke Brushed Elm. 

The delicate definition and character of the wood are further 
supported by the realism of the surface texture. 

Smoke Brushed Elm

2233 Smoke Brushed Elm Plank Size: 152x914mm



The cool grey tones and faithful replication of the natural 
material are perfectly represented in Smoke Brushed Elm. 

The delicate definition and character of the wood are further 
supported by the realism of the surface texture. 

Smoke Brushed Elm

2233 Smoke Brushed Elm Plank Size: 152x914mm

Straight laid



Straight laid

The cool grey tones and faithful replication of the natural 
material are perfectly represented in Smoke Brushed Elm. 

The delicate definition and character of the wood are further 
supported by the realism of the surface texture. 

Smoke Brushed Elm

2233 Smoke Brushed Elm Plank Size: 152x914mm



Straight laid

Unlike the more traditional characteristics of Camaro Waxed 
Pine, this floor has been designed to offer a more unique and 
vivid decoration.

Indulging in subtle rusted and denim tones, the realism of 
Figured Pine will bring a vitality to any interior.

Figured Pine

2234 Figured Pine Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Installed alongside Atlantic Slate. Such installations can help 
create zonal areas in open plan spaces

Unlike the more traditional characteristics of Camaro Waxed 
Pine, this floor has been designed to offer a more unique and 
vivid decoration.

Indulging in subtle rusted and denim tones, the realism of 
Figured Pine will bring a vitality to any interior.

Figured Pine

2234 Figured Pine Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Straight laid

Unlike the more traditional characteristics of Camaro Waxed 
Pine, this floor has been designed to offer a more unique and 
vivid decoration.

Indulging in subtle rusted and denim tones, the realism of 
Figured Pine will bring a vitality to any interior.

Figured Pine

2234 Figured Pine Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Installed in a Woodblock design

Available in a similar tone to that of Classic Oak, this variant 
features a more unconventional decoration through its 
marked and unpredictable wood grain. 

Again, classic in style this type of wood design can also 
complement traditional and contemporary surroundings.

Warwick Oak

2235 Warwick Oak Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

Available in a similar tone to that of Classic Oak, this variant 
features a more unconventional decoration through its 
marked and unpredictable wood grain. 

Again, classic in style this type of wood design can also 
complement traditional and contemporary surroundings.

Warwick Oak

2235 Warwick Oak Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

The direct inspiration for this floor design is natural walnut 
grown in and around North America. The colour,  
accentuated grain and overall beauty offers a character  
other woods cannot. 

The curled figures within the directional grain are highly 
striking and very aspirational.

North American Walnut

2236 North American Walnut Plank Size: 152x914mm



Straight laid

The direct inspiration for this floor design is natural walnut 
grown in and around North America. The colour,  
accentuated grain and overall beauty offers a character  
other woods cannot. 

The curled figures within the directional grain are highly 
striking and very aspirational.

North American Walnut

2236 North American Walnut Plank Size: 152x914mm



Straight laid

The direct inspiration for this floor design is natural walnut 
grown in and around North America. The colour,  
accentuated grain and overall beauty offers a character  
other woods cannot. 

The curled figures within the directional grain are highly 
striking and very aspirational.

North American Walnut

2236 North American Walnut Plank Size: 152x914mm



Inlaid with Classic Oak Marquetry Strip

This suitably attractive oak offers a rich, chocolate tone for a 
warm and homely environment. 

The subtle tones and elongated plank length add to the 
overall character.

Roasted Oak

2237 Roasted Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Main image: Straight laid 
Detail image: Inlaid with Natural Oak Marquetry Strip

This suitably attractive oak offers a rich, chocolate tone for a 
warm and homely environment. 

The subtle tones and elongated plank length add to the 
overall character.

Roasted Oak

2237 Roasted Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Straight laid

This suitably attractive oak offers a rich, chocolate tone for a 
warm and homely environment. 

The subtle tones and elongated plank length add to the 
overall character.

Roasted Oak

2237 Roasted Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Straight laid

This sharply demarcated and distinguished wood offers a rich 
red-brown colour. The varying tones allude to it traditionally 
being darkened with exposure to the elements. 

The authentic and natural markings are distinctive as are the 
worn and aged effects, which all contribute in producing a 
highly unique floor covering. 

Country Teak

2238 Country Teak Plank Size: 152x914mm



Straight laid

This sharply demarcated and distinguished wood offers a rich 
red-brown colour. The varying tones allude to it traditionally 
being darkened with exposure to the elements. 

The authentic and natural markings are distinctive as are the 
worn and aged effects, which all contribute in producing a 
highly unique floor covering. 

Country Teak

2238 Country Teak Plank Size: 152x914mm



Straight laid

This sharply demarcated and distinguished wood offers a rich 
red-brown colour. The varying tones allude to it traditionally 
being darkened with exposure to the elements. 

The authentic and natural markings are distinctive as are the 
worn and aged effects, which all contribute in producing a 
highly unique floor covering. 

Country Teak

2238 Country Teak Plank Size: 152x914mm



Straight laid

As the name suggests, this wood design offers a real sense 
of history. The individual markings, scratches, and effects 
of sanding and staining all help to form a memorable and 
striking floor. 

Available in an oversized plank format, this further  
enhances its authenticity.

Heritage Oak

2239 Heritage Oak Plank Size: 203x1219mm



Straight laid

As the name suggests, this wood design offers a real sense 
of history. The individual markings, scratches, and effects 
of sanding and staining all help to form a memorable and 
striking floor. 

Available in an oversized plank format, this further  
enhances its authenticity.

Heritage Oak

2239 Heritage Oak Plank Size: 203x1219mm



Straight laid

As the name suggests, this wood design offers a real sense 
of history. The individual markings, scratches, and effects 
of sanding and staining all help to form a memorable and 
striking floor. 

Available in an oversized plank format, this further  
enhances its authenticity.

Heritage Oak

2239 Heritage Oak Plank Size: 203x1219mm


